
Canary Island’s newest hotel installs Miwa

The Occidental Grand
Ventura, one of the newest 4-
star hotels on the sunshine
isle of Fuerteventura in the

Canary Islands, and the first all-inclusive
resort for Occidental in Europe, has in-
stalled Miwa locks and the Nexus System
400 to cater for all its guest security needs.

Local Miwa distributor New Lock Systems
S.A. was responsible for the installation,
fitting 743 dark bronze finish card based
electronic door locks as well as the Nexus
System 400 to interface with the hotels
Fidelio PMS system. Designed for use with
the Nexus Grade One mortise lock set,
Miwa’s Nexus System 400 delivers an
expanded range of electronic lock facilities
and is Miwa’s system of choice for hotels
that need the capability of more than one
front desk encoder. The system offers
greater flexibility than the System 200, making up to eight encoding terminals
available, offering users both flexibility and enhanced capability. Encoding can be done manually or by the
use of motorised encoders, and POS (Point of Sale) details for use in bars, restaurants, cafes, business
suites and sports facilities etc are easily accommodated.

System capacity includes an impressive 1000 guestrooms, with up to 30 custom names
available for effective programming of room types, and the ability to use RS485 network communications
methodology is included as standard.

Occidental Hotel & Resorts Mr Javier Ramirez comments: “Thanks to the design and layout of the
hotel, and its location on Esquinzo Beach, most of the room locks are installed outdoors in a severe, salt
aggressive climate. To cope with these conditions reliably and over a long period, without failure, takes a
quality product. That’s why with 743 locks being installed we had to get it right first time. So far reliability
and service back up from the company has been excellent and Miwa has certainly lived up to its reputation
for a quality product, competitively priced.”


